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Beloved comic actress Faith Ford puts a fresh and healthy new spin on down-home cooking
with 125 updated Southern classics and traditional favorites cooked by three generations of
her family. You wouldn't know it by looking at her -- either during her years as Corky Sherwood
on CBS's "Murphy Brown" or now on her hit ABC comedy "Hope & Faith" -- but Faith Ford
"loves" to eat. Growing up in Pineville, Louisiana, Faith learned how to cook the great Southern
classics from her mother and grandmother: Old-Fashioned Smothered Chicken, Mom's Smoky
Beef Brisket, Southern-Style Fried Catfish, Cora's Skillet Candied Sweet Potatoes, Snap
Beans and New Potatoes, Buttermilk Biscuits, Fluffy Lemon Icebox Pie, and more. Then, at
age seventeen, she left Pineville for a modeling and acting career in New York City and later
Los Angeles. She longed for the comforting foods of home but sought to adapt them to match
her new, California, health-conscious sensibility. Thus began a lifetime of experimentation in
the kitchen, developing healthier versions of foods from her childhood by cooking with olive oil;
incorporating loads of vegetables -- staples on the family farm in Louisiana -- into every meal;
oven-frying; and using chopped fresh herbs for maximum flavor. The delicious results -Golden Crispy Oven-Fried Chicken; Broiled Red Snapper with Olives, Onions, and Tomatoes;
Grilled Veggie Po' Boys; Dilled Egg White Salad; Green Beans Braised with Balsamic Vinegar
and Soy Sauce; Asparagus with Tarragon Vinaigrette; Peaches-n-Creamy Shake; and Sweet
Summer Melon-Mint Salad -- regularly wow friends in Los Angeles and have even won over
Mom and the folks back home. An inspired combination of the best of both worlds -- the
homespun, heirloom dishes Faith grew up on (because every once in a while you need to
indulge and only the "real thing" will do) and her own healthier, more modern versions and
creations -- "Cooking with Faith" is also about the bonds that grow between family and friends
as they spend time together in the kitchen. After all, says Faith, "Well-made food is an
experience. It's about taking pride in what you eat. It's a remedy for an increasingly fast-foodreliant society -- I mean, how can you be that much in a hurry?"
Brilliant, full-color guide to all things iPad - updated for iOS 6! Apple's amazing iPad continues
to get better and better, and iOS 6 brings even more incredible features to the incredible iPad.
If you want to get the very most out of your iPad, this is the book for you. Mac experts and
veteran For Dummies authors Edward Baig and Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus guide you through the
iPad basics before moving on to the latest features including Siri, Passbook, Facebook
integration, a brand new Maps app, and enhancements to your favorite features like FaceTime,
Safari, Mail, Photos, and so much more. Covers the iPad with Retina Display, iPad 2, and iOS
6 Gets you up to speed on the multitouch interface, setting up your e-mail account, getting
connected, filling your iPad with amazing apps and cool content, and more Shows you how to
do tons of stuff, including how to order around your Siri virtual personal assistant, make video
calls with FaceTime, unveil the iPod in your iPad, curl up with a good iBook, and get organized
with Reminders Includes tips on protecting your information, troubleshooting, connecting
wirelessly, adding contacts, and using your iPad as a personal hotspot From the bread-andbutter basics to the very coolest of features, iPad For Dummies, 5th Edition will make you
wonder how you ever lived without your iPad.
"You can always tell a Bon App?tit recipe: It's a sophisticated twist on a beloved classic, and
it's easy to make...our goal is to give you the cumulative expertise of Bon App?tit, with more
than 1,200 recipes that will be delicious, first time out."?Barbara Fairchild First launched in
1956, Bon App?tit is America?s favorite and most widely read food and entertaining magazine,
with a circulation of 1.3 million. Now, for the first time, The Bon App?tit Cookbook brings
together more than 1,200 of the magazine?s all-time best-loved recipes for every meal and
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occasion. The book is accessible and user-friendly -- just like the magazine -- and includes
clear explanations and exclusive tips from the Bon App?tit test kitchen, along with 59 detailed
illustrations of ingredients and techniques. The recipes have been skillfully selected to
represent the very best of the magazine?s sophisticated, foolproof style: easy-to-make dishes
that incorporate a variety of regional and international influences -- recipes that are delicious
the first time out. From Cajun-Grilled Shrimp to Artichoke and Mushroom Lasagna to Hot and
Sticky Apricot-Glazed Chicken to Molasses Chewies with Brown Sugar Glaze, there are dishes
that will tempt every palate. Complete with a gorgeous 32-page color insert and a simple yet
elegant design throughout, The Bon App?tit Cookbook is a must for those who truly love to
make and enjoy great food.
A bibliographical history of newspaper development.
Presents recipes for some of the legendary cakes, pastries and puddings of the Old World, as
well as food facts, trivia, and lore.
Students learn how to navigate, search, and explore the Web with this visual, step-by-step
introduction using Internet Explorer 5. It includes an "off-line companion" that lets students
complete exercises without accessing the Internet. "Online companion" provides continuous
updates to the book.

Part of the Illustrated Series, this text offers a quick, visual, step-by-step approach for
learning how to navigate, search, and explore the Web, as well as how to create a Web
page using Microsoft FrontPage 2000. Includes an Offline Companion that lets students
complete exercises in the text without accessing the Internet.
Since 1973, TEXAS MONTHLY has chronicled life in contemporary Texas, reporting on
vital issues such as politics, the environment, industry, and education. As a leisure
guide, TEXAS MONTHLY continues to be the indispensable authority on the Texas
scene, covering music, the arts, travel, restaurants, museums, and cultural events with
its insightful recommendations.
First published in 1949 (this edition in 1968), this book is a dictionary of the past,
exploring the language of the criminal and near-criminal worlds. It includes entries from
Australia, New Zealand, Canada and South Africa, as well as from Britain and America
and offers a fascinating and unique study of language. The book provides an invaluable
insight into social history, with the British vocabulary dating back to the 16th century
and the American to the late 18th century. Each entry comes complete with the
approximate date of origin, the etymology for each word, and a note of the milieu in
which the expression arose.
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Even after two pregnancies, Diaka remains to receive compliments about her
figure and has been asked multiple times how she has managed to avoid weight
gain despite all the delicious meals she makes. Her secret: Easy, Delicious and
Healthy African Recipes. Diaka has been creating and re-creating food and drink
recipes passed down through generations from her African ancestry. The Sexy
Ladies' Culinary Secret is a cookbook filled with recipes on old-fashion African
Dishes, which are sure to give you not only taste-sensation, but also balance the
different food groups for healthy digestion. Bon apptit!
Icon’s Request is the gripping follow up to I Am Dead by thriller sci-fi novelist
Gareth Wiles, in which Peter Smith created a world ravaged by madness.The
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mysterious Reaping Icon is collecting psychopaths for his games and requests
the pleasure of Peter. In his life since I Am Dead, Peter is a murderer, driven
insane by the book he wrote. However, when Reaping Icon casts him into
another reality, it ironically gives Peter a fresh chance to start anew. But how
many people must suffer around him as the world rejects this path, and how
many times can he dodge death as everyone is out for blood? In part one,
Reaping Icon collects his psychopaths and we get a snapshot of their disturbed
lives just prior to his arrival. In part two, Peter Smith’s memory is wiped and he
finds himself embroiled in a murder investigation, hunted by both the police and
the psychopaths who are following Reaping Icon’s request. In part three, we
learn more about what happened just after the events of I Am Dead and the
devastating effect it has had on the universe. In part four, Peter is once again
hunted by psychopaths and involved in yet more bizarre, seemingly random
murders. Will he regain his memory in time, or will remembering who he really is
be his ultimate downfall?Icon’s Request, which has been inspired by Joseph
Conrad, Franz Kafka and Albert Kamus, will appeal to fans of sci-fi/fantasy fiction
who question the madness and randomness of modern society. It delivers real
people struggling with real problems, mixing fantasy and crime to demonstrate
how close all our lives are to the fantastical, and how the lines between reality
and fiction can be easily blurred.
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